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Relationships between estimates of fertility and motility 

for porcine spermatozoa collected from Landrace boars
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SUMMARY

The objective of the present study was to estimate the relationship between 

motility and fertility of porcine semen. While it is generally accepted that 

motility is a fairly accurate indicator of viability, its relationship with fertility is 

less clear. Our researches were conducted on 375 semen samples from 16 

Landrace boars. In the present study, results indicate that at motilities above 

60%, no relationship between motility and fertility exists. In other words, a 

sample of semen with a motility of 100% may produce the same farrowing rate 

and litter size as a sample with a motility score of 60%. In contrast, semen 

samples exhibiting less than 60% progressive forward motility were less fertile 

than samples with motility scores greater than 60%.
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INTRODUCTION

Efficient production of high quality semen is of major importance to 

artificial insemination (AI) organizations. The semen produced should be free 

of contagious organisms, be of high quality, have good storage properties, 

fertilizing capacity and be of high genetic value. The best approach to prevent 

the spreading of microorganisms via semen in the process of AI is to collect 

semen from boars free from specific diseases. Pooling semen takes advantage of 

the improved fertility of some boars and minimizes the effects of a sub-fertile 

boar (or sub-fertile ejaculate). Semen fertility must also be extended over days 

because raw semen is only fertile for hours after collection; over-extension of 

the ejaculate allows too few sperm cells in the semen dose to achieve high 

fertility rates with AI.

Sperm quality should be evaluated by fertility results obtained at breeding 

farms related to both farrowing rate and litter size to ensure a good quality 

monitoring system.

Evaluation of the percentage of spermatozoa exhibiting progressive 

forward motility is the most commonly used indicator of both viability and 
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fertility for porcine semen. While it is generally accepted that motility is a fairly 

accurate indicator of viability, its relationship with fertility is less clear. The 

objective of the present study was to estimate the relationship between motility 

and fertility of porcine semen.

The reproductive performance of the breeding herd determines the rate of 

animal turnover, directly influencing the economic status of the production unit. 

Reproductive performance is most critical in swine managed in confinement 

because of the large capital investment in facilities. There have been few 

advances in reproductive performance, however, despite improvements in 

nutrition, management, housing, disease control, etc. 

The main factors that the litter size depends on are: the breed, the parents 

genetic, the feeding technology and the gestation and breeding facilities. There 

are times when the breed and the parents genetic are the best possible and all the 

new technology are applied but still the litter size is lower if the time of 

artificial insemination is not properly chosen (2).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A total of 375 semen samples from 16 pure breed Landrace boars were 

used in the study. The boars are raised in a farm which belongs to SC 

SMITHFIELD FERME SRL, one of the biggest companies which have as the 

main activity the market hog production. 

Semen was collected and processed for insemination according to 

established procedures. Insemination doses consisted of 2.5 billion total 

spermatozoa in 80 ml of ND4 and ND5 semen extender. Prior to insemination, a 

sample of semen from each dose was diluted with physiological saline, warmed 

to 35

O

C and evaluated for percentage of spermatozoa exhibiting progressive 

forward motility. 

Sperm mobility has been visually estimated regarding the percentage of 

motile spermatozoa by light microscopy, by a skilled and experienced 

technician which may have greatly influences about the relative accuracy of this 

research. Briefly, a very small drop of diluted spermatozoa was placed on a 

warmed microscopic slide and overlaid with a cover slip microscope. Based on 

this evaluation of motility, insemination doses were divided into one of 7 

categories: < 30; 40-49; 50-59; 60-69; 70-79; 80-89; and 90-100. 

After classification of motility, the doses of semen was used to inseminate 

an oestrous sow. Sows were bred at first detected oestrus and 24 hours later. 

Caution was taken to ensure that both mating for all sows were performed with 

semen from the same boar and motility classification. 

In the statistical analyses, the percentage of spermatozoa exhibiting 

progressive forward motility was treated as an independent variable. The effect 

of motility estimates of fertility was analyzed using analysis of variance 

procedures. Differences among means were determined using Tukey's multiple 

range test.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of motility estimates of fertility is shown in table 1. No 

relationship existed between percentage of spermatozoa exhibiting progressive 

forward motility and estimates of fertility when motility was greater than 60%. 

However, farrowing rate and number born alive were significantly reduced 

(p<0,5) in sows bred with semen samples exhibiting less than 60% motility 

compared to those inseminated with semen containing a greater number of 

motile sperm cells.

In the present study, results indicate that at motilities above 60%, no 

relationship between motility and fertility exists. In other words, a sample of 

semen with a motility of 100% may produce the same farrowing rate and litter 

size as a sample with a motility score of 60%. 

In contrast, semen samples exhibiting less than 60% progressive forward 

motility were less fertile than samples with motility scores greater than 60%. 

Consequently, motility is an estimate of fertility. Reasons for this discrepancy 

are not fully understood. 

However, one explanation is that other functional components of 

spermatozoa such as acrosomal integrity and acrosin activity are important in 

the fertilization process; yet do not seem to be related to the motility of sperm 

cells.

Table 1. Relationships among estimates of motility and fertility for porcine spermatozoa 

Motility (%)

1

Farrowing rate (%) Number of pigs born alive Number of sows bred

91.5 85.6 12.4

 a

41

85.5 87.8 12.2

 a

70

76.3 83.5 12.5

 a

56

64.8 84.1 12.1

 a

42

56.9 75.2 10.6

 b

35

45.3 72.3 10.3

 b

26

35.2 56.2 9.1

 c

35

1

 values presented in the table are means from all samples within a category.

a,b,c

 means with different superscripts within the same column are different (p<0.5).

CONCLUSIONS

- No relationship existed between percentage of spermatozoa exhibiting 

progressive forward motility and estimates of fertility when motility was greater 

than 60%; a sample of semen with a motility of 100% may produce the same 

farrowing rate and litter size as a sample with a motility score of 60%. 

- Farrowing rate and number born alive were significantly reduced (p<0,5) 

in sows bred with semen samples exhibiting less than 60% motility compared to 

those inseminated with semen containing a greater number of motile sperm 

cells.
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